
 

Humpty Sharma Ki Dulhania 720p Blu Ray X264 Sparks Humpty Sharma Ki Dulhania is a typical Bollywood movie with all the flair of costume colors and glamour. The movie's story follows three childhood friends who are drawn back together when Humpty, the youngest, falls in love with Dulhaniya - an aspiring actress. The film uses Humpty's love for her to explore the themes of caste, aspiration,
desperation and dishonesty that are prevalent in modern-day India. Throughout the course of the film Humpty repeatedly attempts to show his heart to Dulhaniya only for her to reject him because she feels they're worlds apart. Humpty Sharma Ki Dulhania is a typical Bollywood movie with all the flair of costume colors and glamour. The movie's story follows three childhood friends who are drawn
back together when Humpty, the youngest, falls in love with Dulhaniya - an aspiring actress. The film uses Humpty's love for her to explore the themes of caste, aspiration, desperation and dishonesty that are prevalent in modern-day India. Throughout the course of the film Humpty repeatedly attempts to show his heart to Dulhaniya only for her to reject him because she feels they're worlds apart. The
climax of the movie is in Humpty's village Panchaali where he travels by horseback to meet his girl. This happens in two instances - in the end when he is in his village, and then in the beginning when he travels by horseback to meet Dulhaniya in Panchaali. The movie has fairly average production values, with fairly dull songs and script, however its script is fairly interesting. The acting by all three
leads are fairly good, with each one having their own distinct personality which allows for good chemistry between them. While I wouldn't say that this movie was exceptionally funny or had great cinematography or sets, it definitely has its moments. The movie's script is very interesting, because it's a modern retelling of the story of Draupadi from Mahabharata. The movie is slightly lengthy at few
points, but because of good comic timing in the script, never seems boring. Tejaswini Kolhapure plays Dulhaaniya, the girl Humpty has fallen in love with. She's an aspiring actress who has accepted to play his love interest in a film opposite him - which according to her doesn't make them lovers because they haven't kissed on screen yet. Humpty Sharma Ki Dulhania is a Bollywood romantic comedy
which is set in Panchaali. The film has an ensemble cast, including Aftab Shivdasani, Karan Patel, Urvashi Rautela and Sanjana Pandit. It was written by Nimrat Kaur and directed by Shashank Khaitan.
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